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Abstract: 

Indian Women novelists have given a new dimension to the Indian literature. A Woman's 

search for identity is a recurrent theme in their fiction. Most of these novelists are known 

for their bold views that are reflected in their novels. Anita Desai is prominent among 

them. Her first novel is Cry, the Peacock. This novel Cry, The Peacock is mainly 

concerned with the theme of disharmony between husband and wife... Maya marries 

Gautama who is her father’s friend and quite senior in age to her. But they are totally 

opposed to each other in their temperament and emotional responses. . In the Twentieth 

Century Literature the depiction of man-woman relationships have been affected by 

numerous visible and invisible factors which are the results of technological advancement 

and industrial progress. This paper is an attempt to show the significance of Marital 

relationships in Cry, the Peacock. 

Introduction 

Anita Desai, one of the  greatest novelist of the Indian English fiction. she was born in 

1937 in Mussoorie, a hill station near North of Delhi. She is a daughter of a Bengali father D.N. 

Mazumdar and a German mother Toni Nime, her mixed background has enabled Desai to view 

Indian from something of an outsider’s perspective, to see India both as Indians and as a non-

Indians. She began to write in English at the age of seven and published her first story at the age 

of nine. Desai was educated in Delhi at Queen Mary’s Higher Secondary school and Miranda 

House, Delhi University, where she received B.A. in English Literature in 1957. In 1958, she 

married Ashvin Desai, a businessman; they had four children.  
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 Anita Desai, who published her first novel in 1963, might usefully be described as in the 

vanguard of the second-generation of Indian writers in English, and along with Kamala 

Markandaya and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala etc;  She is interested primarily in the lives of women in 

India since independence, the lives of women in the modern Indian nation state, rather than the 

history or politics of the subcontinent on a more extensive scale. Anita Desai took the literary 

world by storm with her first novel Cry, The Peacock. Unlike the Majority Indo-Anglian 

novelists, Desai is more interested in her characters than in creating the environment, which is 

used to define the characters. Telling a story is less important than creating characters. Free from 

political enthusiasms, Anita Desai makes each work of hers a marvel of construction. Anita 

Desai’s writings reflect the post-colonial India that succeeds rapid urbanization, large scale 

migration and dis-integration of joint family structures. Moreover she presents each individual as 

an unsolved mystery.  

Anita Desai is a guide star for many bright young writers. Starting script at home she 

influenced her own daughter, Kiran Desai whose novel Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard was a 

celebrated debut in 1997, and her second novel, Inheritance of Loss became a classic as it 

received the famous Booker Prize. Kiran dedicated this novel to her mother ‘Anita Desai.’ 

Marital Relationships: 

Desai looks into the reasons for marital discord and illustrates how such discord affects 

the family. Sometimes, the inability of an individual to be responsive to the behavioral patterns 

of her partner leads to strain is seen through Maya and Gautama’s strained relationship. The 

novel Cry, The Peacock is mainly concerned with the theme of disharmony between husband 

and wife... Maya marries Gautama who is her father’s friend and quite senior in age to her. But 

they are totally opposed to each other in their temperament and emotional responses.  

Neeru Tandon opines: “By marrying a man twice her age, she probably had already 

minimized her chances for a good husband-wife relationship”.(Anita Desai and Her Fictional 

World, P: 122) 

Maya is a prisoner of the past, lives almost perpetually in the shadow world of memories, 

which engulf her: Gautama lives in the present and accepts reality and facts even though they are 
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not very beautiful. But Maya lives in her imagination and fairy world. Maya is terribly upset at 

the death of her pet dog Toto that she loses mental calm and Gautama neglects emotional 

yearning of Maya and says: 

“Giving me an opal ring to wear on my finger, he did not notice the translucent skin 

beneath, the blue flashing veins that ran under and out of the bridge of gold and jolted 

me into smiling with pleasure each time I saw it.”(P: 14)  

Maya is very sad with the death of her pet dog. Gautama tries to convince her by giving a 

ring. Sujatha Rao observes:  

"Toto’s death serves as a prelude to Maya’s schizophrenia. With increasing 

disintegration of her psyche, the values and contexts attached to ordinary objects get 

muddled in her highly personal world." (Postmodernist Approach to Anita Desai: A 

Socio-Cultural Study of Her Novels, P: 68) 

Gautama preaches her the need for detachment. It is on account of their temperamental 

differences that strolling together does not prove to be a delightful affair and conversation seems 

to be useless:  

“And so we strolled up and down the lawn, talking desultorily, not really listening to 

each other, being intent, on our own paths which however, ran parallel and closely 

enough for us to briefly brush against each other, now and then, reminding us- or, 

perhaps only myself- of the peace that comes from companion life alone, from brother 

flesh” (P: 21) 

In the four years of their married life, Maya has felt completely neglected in her 

husband’s attachment and is deeply frustrated and hurt by the discovery that he is totally 

indifferent to her physical charms. Maya tells: “Oh, Gautama, we had been married four years 

now- ‘No, you are too young!’ people sometimes cried, and, turning to a mirror I agreed it was 

hard to believe, and yet it was true, and four years it had been.”(P: 22) Gautama’s constant 

harping on detachment as preached in the Bhagvad Gita and his discouraging response to her 
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requests and suggestions including the desire to go to the hill station and see Kathakali dances 

point to an attitudinal and temperamental difference between the two. She tells: 

“If only we could go away for the summer I sighed, lethargically, breaking my promise 

never to say such things to Gautama who had never been able to go away for summer 

till he married me, and then refused to do so…I cried, tearfully, and rose from my 

pillows to hold and draw him into my own orbit of thought and feeling, yet not daring to 

make the bold, physical move.’ ‘You don’t imagine I would go without you?’ “Leaving 

you behind in the heat?” (P: 38-39) 

There is no place for Maya in the world of Gautama. He neither understands her nor 

wishes her to enter his world. Thus his world is totally strange to Maya. “On his part, 

understanding was scant, love was meager”(P: 89)  N.R. Gopal traces the cause of disharmony 

as: 

Maya’s tragedy is mainly caused by her loneliness, lack of proper response from her 

husband, non-reciprocation of feeling between the husband and wife, her childlessness 

and her hypersensitivity. (A Critical Study of The Novels of Anita Desai, P: 20) 

 She always longs to be with her husband. But Gautama, a busy lawyer, too much 

engrossed in his vocational affairs, fails to meet her demands. She feels neglected and miserable. 

Maya’s dissatisfaction with marriage makes her depressive. Indian woman, culturally and 

traditionally prompted, expects to have children as early as possible after marriage. In case of 

Maya it becomes an obsession for she couldn’t get a child even after four years of married life.  

It is the factor which leads Maya to her insanity. Maya realizes: 

 “Already we belonged to separated worlds, and his seemed the earth that I loved so, 

scented with jasmine coloured with liquor, resounding with poetry and warmed by 

amiability. It was mine that was hell. Torture, guilt, dread, imprisonment- these were the 

four walls of my private hell, one that no one could survive in long. Death was 

certain.”(P: 88)  
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Even this becomes one of the reasons for their stained relationships. Maya feels 

loneliness in her house. She wants a child, but Gautama does not understand her feelings.  

Birendra Pandey opines:  

“The gap of communication between Gautama and Maya is felt throughout the novel. 

Though their marriage is an unsuccessful one, they continue to live together. It is forced 

upon them from outside and is, therefore, neither true nor lasting.”(Indian Women 

Novelists in English, P: 106)  

It is not that Gautama and Maya have never tried to understand each other. The terrifying 

words-un natural death four years after her marriage to either husband or wife-prophesied by the 

astrologer rings in her ear and unnerve her like the drum beats of the mad demon of Kathakali 

ballets. She knows that she is haunted by a “black and evil shadow” of her fate, and the time has 

come: 

“And four years it was now, we had been married four years. It was as though the 

moonlight had withered the shadows in my mind as well, leaving it all dead-white, or 

dead-black…I knew the time had come. It was now to be either Gautama or I.”(P: 32) 

Maya’s pre-occupation with death had been actually planted long ago in her childhood by 

the albino astrologer’s prophecy foretelling of the death of either of the couple after the marriage. 

She, being intensely in love with life, turns hysteric over the creeping fear of death. “Am I gone 

insane. Father, Brother, Husband. Who is my saviour? I am in need one. I am dying, God, let me 

sleep, forget, rest. But no I’ll never sleep again. There is no rest any more-Only death and 

waiting.”(P: 84)  

The dance of the peacock has an intense personal significance for Maya as the peacock 

destroys each other though madly in love. Her loning for love forces her to kill her husband first 

and then herself. Maya recalls her loneliness by continually thinking about her childhood 

memories with her father. In her own eyes she is the one doomed already and throughout her life 

there hovers an uncanny oppressive sense of fatality. This leads to a state of neurosis which 

makes her kill her husband by pushing him from roof. Unaware of everything, Gautama 

accompanies Maya on the roof of the house at her request. The pale moon rises and Maya is 
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fascinated and bewitched by it. Both of them are at the low parapet’s edge and he casually moves 

in front of her and hides the moon from her view. Maya waxes into a sudden frenzy and pushes 

him over the parapet to “pass through an immensity of air, down to the very bottom.” (P: 173)  

At the end Maya is not saved from becoming insane, a fate far worse than the one thrust on 

Gautama. K.R.S.Iyengar aptly states:  

“Maya is at once the centre and the circumference of this world. Her intensity-

whether she is sane, hysterical or insane-fills the whole book and gives it form as 

well as life.” ( Indian Writing in English, (P: 468) 

 

Conclusion: 

Man-Woman relationship has been the central subject of literature and it has been 

depicted in a variety of ways. In fact, the subject appears to be in exhaustible and the changing 

times and social situations have served to bring out its amazing diversity and infinite variety. 

Anita Desai has an independent approach to women’s problems in Indian society as well 

as life in general. The concept of marriage which is related to a delicate union of two different 

minds has not been properly realized in most of the Indian male dominated families. This 

adjustment should naturally come from both the sides–the husband and the wife. Her novel Cry, 

The Peacock, Maya’s marriage with Gautama is more or less a marriage of convenience. 

Gautama and Maya’s father are friends. He is older than Maya. He does not satisfy her emotional 

needs. She spends many sleepless nights due to him. She feels her relationship with Gautama as 

a relationship with death. 
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